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           Happy Friday everyone 

What a fabulous week we have had back in school! Italy day was wonderful and so 

were your children’s pizza and Pisa creations! 

Next week in school we will be continuing with our new Italy theme and adding to our 

knowledge of this lovely place. In P.E this term we are focusing on athletics. P.E takes 

place on a Tuesday afternoon and children will be working outside this term so 

outdoor sports kits will be required.  

We are also continuing to work on our positive mindset in class. We now have a Happinessometer & Saddnessometer 

(totally made up words) in class, to record all of the things children have done through the week, which make us 

happy or sad. Rewards will be given to happiness spreaders!  

This week’s workers of the week are… Hannah Williams and Amelia Escott. I am so lucky to have these children in 

class! They are so smiley, and kind! Both girls work their socks off every day and every piece of their work is just so 

beautiful!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

English homework: This week for English homework I would like the children to write a summary from either a 

football match or an activity they have recently been involved with. I would like children to compose sentences 

which begin with fronted adverbials. I have written some examples on the sheet below to help with this. 

I would like Y5 to include sentences which have relative clauses. 

 

Maths Homework: Children have been given their mental maths sheets and they also have times table homework.  

E-safety tip: People you don’t know are strangers and they are not always who they say they are! Remember this 

when connecting with people online. 

Enjoy the lovely sunshine everyone. Kind regards Miss Jones and Miss Smith 

Children have also been given their spellings. 

 



Y4   Fronted adverbials 

Where examples  

Above the goal… 

In the dugout… 

Near the centre… 

Beside the corner flag… 

Under the goal… 

In the distance… 

On the field… 

In the middle of the pitch 

 

When examples 

Before long… 

Last week… 

As the referee blew his whistle… 

While the crowd cheered… 

During the celebratory dance… 

At the start of the match… 

Minutes before the end… 

 

Y5 Relative clauses created using the words, who, which, where, whose, when, that. 

Liverpool fans, who are the best supporters in the world, sang their hearts out at the match this week. 

Anfield stadium, where Liverpool play at home, is situated near to the city centre.  

Sala, whose skill is unquestionable, is now my favourite player! 

Tongue tingling burgers, which are reasonably priced, can be purchased at half time. 

Every Saturday, when Liverpool play at home, the fans singing can be heard for miles! 

The incredible atmosphere, that gives you goose bumps, has to be experienced first-hand to be fully appreciated! 

 


